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Please be patient while we add our back catalog of events to the gallery pages. Enhanced indexing
and a site search facility. His father ran an interior design firm. From an early age, Stephen suffered
from undiagnosed dyslexia, which made it nearly impossible from him to do well in school, he either
flunked or was held back many times. Even though one of the courses he had trouble with was
English, he wrote in one. Castle 2009 The Rockford Files Castle Tv Series Tv Episodes The A Team
Picture Photo How To Memorize Things It Cast Poker Castle 20092016 Stephen J. Cannell in Castle
2009 The A Team Rocks My Love Childhood My Boo Stone Stones Stephen J. Cannell Productions
1984 The Stephen J. Cannell logo from 1984. The Rockford Files C Videos Childhood Tv Shows
Proverbs 16 Back In My Day Tv Times The A Team Favorite Tv Shows Thriller Stephen J. Cannell
Productions Logo Montage American television producer, writer and actor Stephen J. Cannell died at
age 69 on September 30th from complications associated with melanoma. He Dyslexia Documentary
Perspective Insight Bob Entertaining Humor Education Learning Dislecksia The Movie Free
Screening WJCT What do Billy Bob Thornton, Stephen J. Cannell and Joe Pantoliano have in common
with 1.4 billion children and adults worldwide Dyslexia. They are also featured in DISLECKSIA THE
MOVIE, a powerfully touching and entertaining documentary that mixes humor and perspective with
insight and analysis. The film educates and illuminates many misconceptions about dyslexia, while
underlining the need for raised. Pinterest Explore Log in Sign up Privacy. The trial court sentenced
Cannell to 150 days confinement in the Galveston County jail with no fine. Michael Conti is Cannells
husband. M.S. testified that Conti told her that he had sexual feelings for her in the summer of 2008,
when she was 14 years old. While
M.S.http://elhostalsuizo.com/userfiles/file/disadvantages-of-manual-hotel-management-system.xml
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could not recall the precise date of this conversation, she stated that it occurred shortly before she
attended one of three summer camps. Within a week of returning from camp, Conti began to force
M.S. to witness him masturbate when they were alone. It quickly progressed, and he began to
physically force her to assist him in these acts and to make her pose for him unclothed. M.S. testified
that he began touching her inappropriately soon thereafter. These incidents occurred between
lateJuly and earlyOctober 2008. During the same summer, Cannell and Conti married, after at least
six years as a couple. M.S. testified that she told her mother in a private conversation what Conti
was doing to her. Using a memorable event as a reference point, she said the conversation happened
before Hurricane Ike, which made landfall on September 13, 2008. Cannell asked her 14yearold
daughter to decide whether they needed to leave Conti. Concerned with how they would survive,
M.S. said no. After Hurricane Ike, M.S. told her mother that the abuse was continuing. Cannell again
asked M.S. to make the decision if she and the kids needed to leave; M.S. said no. There was
testimony that Cannell led her children to believe she was dying from an illness. The prosecution
indicated this deception added to M.S.s fears about survival. In lateSeptember, Cannell and Conti
met with M.S. and discussed the abuse. The school counselor became involved on October 3 and, a
few days later, the Department of Family Protective Services interviewed M.S., Cannell and Conti.
Cannell told the DFPS employee, Jasmine Paddio, that she was aware of the abuse. Paddio told
Cannel that either Conti had to leave the family home or the children, including M.S., would be
removed for their protection. While both Lori Warren and Jasmine Paddio testified about their
interactions with Cannell and M.S., neither had direct information about the chronology of MS.s
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outcries to her mother. Neither Cannell nor Conti
testified.http://old.gmina-klucze.pl/obrazki/disadvantages-of-manual-spreadsheets.xml

Therefore, the only evidence establishing the sequence of these events came from M.S., who said
she told her mother at least twice about the abuse, yet nothing happened. Extraneous offense
evidence In two issues, Cannell complains of the trial courts admission of evidence that she had
cause to believe there might have been abuse of M.S. approximately six years earlier but failed to
report those concerns. A. The challenged testimony In addition to testifying about the sexual abuse
by Conti that occurred in the summer of 2008—for which Cannell was charged with failure to
report—M.S. also testified about a previous sexually inappropriate event involving Conti. She said
that, at the young age of 7 or 8, she told her mother that Conti was doing inappropriate things to
her. Due to the length of time that had passed and her young age, M.S. said she did not remember
clearly what happened. This occurred around 2001. Cannell objected to the extraneous evidence.
The State countered that evidence that Cannell had knowledge of possible abuse previously and
likewise failed to report that information in 2001, in violation of section 261.109a concerning failure
to report child abuse, was admissible to show Cannells motive for failing to report the subsequent
abuse in 2008. Motive was relevant because Cannells defensive theory was that, to the extent she
failed to report, it was because she did not have cause to believe Conti was abusing M.S. This theory
is based, in part, on Cannells other defensive theory that M.S. was lying to her mother about the
abuse. Much of the evidence of Cannells knowledge about M.Ss abuse came from M.S.s testimony
about their private conversations. There were no witnesses to these conversations except, on at least
one occasion, Conti himself. Thus, the State was relying on a single witness M.S. to prove the
content of these conversations and establish an element of the charged offense, i.e.

, that Cannell knew enough to cause her to believe there was abuse. Under these circumstances,
M.S.s credibility was a central issue at trial. To challenge M.S.s credibility, Cannell vigorously
crossexamined her regarding inconsistencies between prior statements she made when the abuse
was first investigated and later court proceedings. She pointed out that M.S. denied the abuse the
first time anyone of authority confronted her about it in October 2008 and, likewise, she initially
denied that she had told her mother about it. Cannell also questioned M.S. about her description of
the abuse to the DFPS, noting that M.S. was currently testifying that the abuse occurred too many
times to count and often happened every other day, yet she described it as much less frequent in her
DFPS interview. Cannell also attempted to impeach her daughter on her prior description of specific
aspects of the abuse. Cannell raised these issues to create an impression that M.S. was not credible.
Cannell suggested to the jury that M.S. concocted this story in response to other events in the
family, namely her mothers wedding to Conti and the birth of a younger sibling. Cannell explicitly
argued to the jury that M.S. was lying So, my question to you is, you know, if this very smart, very
articulate, very beautiful young lady who has got a lot of personality, who is polite, who was very,
very selfassured in the courtroom, if she is able to go into those situations and not tell the truth by
her own admission, is she worthy of belief. And my suggestion to you is that she is not. The State
offered this extraneous evidence to rebut Cannells defensive theory that M.S. was lying and, to use
their terms, to establish that Cannell knew of the abuse but had a motive not to report it. Its theory
was that Cannell was motivated by her desire to protect her husband from M.S.s allegations.

Her failure to report was not a result of inadequate information being provided to her but was,
instead, the result of Cannells repeated decision to take her husbands side at the expense of her
daughters health and wellbeing. This extraneous offense evidence was relevant to counter Cannells
defensive theory that M.S. was lying both about the abuse and about telling Cannell it had occurred.
Cannells theory that she did not have cause to believe there was a real danger of abuse because
M.S. was lying in retaliation for her marriage to Conti is contradicted by the evidence that Cannell
also failed to report the possibility of abuse six years earlier when M.S. told her Conti was acting
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inappropriately. We conclude that evidence of the prior failure to report was relevant to rebut
Cannells defensive theory and to establish Cannells motive—she was going to side with her husband
against her daughter even though she had adequate information to cause her to believe M.S. was
being sexually abused by him. According to M.S., Cannell asked Conti about the accusations, which
further indicates that the events were serious in nature. Cannell contends that M.S. simply might not
recall that a CPS investigator or police officer contacted her. But that is a matter for
crossexamination, not an assertion of an absence of evidence as part of a sufficiency challenge to the
evidence. Besides, if contrary evidence existed that Cannell did report abuse concerns to the
authorities in 2001, Cannell could have presented that evidence from police or CPS records. Cannell
further contends that it is possible that she made a report to CPS or the police but they decided not
to conduct an investigation. This appellate argument is inconsistent with the defensive theory
presented at trial—that Cannell failed to report because she did not have cause to believe real abuse
was happening based on Cannells contention M.S. could not be trusted to be truthful.

Regardless, Cannell offered no records supporting her current contention that she may have
reported the abuse. Thus, we conclude that the trial court did not err in finding that a reasonable
jury could conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that Cannell committed the extraneous offense of
failing to report child abuse around 2001 or in overruling Cannells trial objection to the admission of
evidence on that offense. In doing so, we note that the trial court instructed the jury that, to consider
the extraneous offense, they had to find that Cannell committed that offense beyond a reasonable
doubt. Accordingly, we overrule Cannells first issue. Limiting Instruction In issue three, Cannell
complains that the trial court failed to give a limiting instruction contemporaneous with the
admission of this extraneous evidence. In a related point, she raises as issue four that the trial courts
subsequent limiting instruction—which was included in the jury charge—misstated the evidentiary
exception relied on by the State and, therefore, was erroneous. The trial court erred in not giving
the instruction at that time. We next examine whether the error was harmless. Thus, less than three
hours of testimony was received between the two events, and fewer than 24 total hours had passed.
Additionally, these were the only three witnesses who testified in the guiltinnocence phase of the
trial. The issues presented to the jury were not so confusing to prevent them from recalling the
testimony they heard from this limited number of witnesses or to understand to which evidence the
limiting instruction should be applied. Further, both the State and Cannell focused their questions of
the witnesses on the events that occurred during the summer of 2008. Little time was spent
testifying about the prior abuse, and there is little chance of confusion about the events. Finally,
there was no evidence this jury actually was confused or misapplied the law to the evidence
admitted. See Rankin, 995 S.W.

2d at 215 finding lack of evidence of jury confusion relevant to harm analysis. Under these
circumstances, including the short amount of time between the evidence being admitted and the
limiting instruction given, the limited number of witnesses and issues before the jury, and the lack of
evidence the error affected the jury, we hold that the error in not timely giving the requested
limiting instruction was harmless. B. Limiting instruction specified intent, not motive In her fourth
issue, Cannell complains that the limiting instruction given to the jury misstated the exception to the
exclusionary rule under which the extraneous offense evidence was admitted. The State argued that
it was admissible to show Cannells motive for failing to report abuse. The trial court told the jury in
the courts charge it was relevant to Cannells intent. Cannell admits that she did not object to the
wording of the limiting instruction when given. As a result, Cannell must show that the error caused
egregious harm to obtain a reversal. If Cannell did not report M.Ss accusations because she thought
her daughter brought them for the sole purpose of harming Conti, she arguably did not have cause
to believe that M.S. had been abused. In other words, her reason or motive for not reporting the
accusations was that she did not believe, and did not have cause to believe, Conti had abused M.S.
While this is different than concluding that she may not have intentionally failed to report abuse



because she did not believe M.S. that anything had happened, the difference between her motive
and her intent under these circumstances is not so vast as to make the erroneous instruction
egregious error. Besides, our review of the record reveals that Cannell was the source of any
confusion whether motive or intent was the correct exception for which a limiting instruction should
be given.

The request for the limiting instruction was as follows And Your Honor, we would ask the court to
give the jury a limiting instruction pursuant to Rule I think it s 105 on the reason for the States
being allowed to admit this into evidence. I believe they stated it is to show motive or intent. I cant
remember what they said earlier, but wed ask for a limiting instruction. She went to the Conti house
the next day to deliver them. There, she witnessed Conti with his hand inappropriately placed just
beneath M.S.s breast as he sat next to M.S. on the couch. She testified that Conti also was looking
down at M.S.s breasts. Lori confronted Cannell that day with what she had seen and told Cannell
that she thought it was inappropriate. We disagree. The behavior Lori reported witnessing occurred
in the midst of the ongoing sexual abuse, based on the description of the chronology M.S. provided.
She testified that Conti confronted her with his sexual feelings before one of her summer camps,
began masturbating in front of her in July, began inappropriately touching her soon thereafter, and
continued to do so through earlyOctober. Loris confrontation with Cannell and Cannells failure to
act on the information from her friend did not create a distinct bad act by Cannell. Instead, these
events were part of the same set of events that put Cannell on notice that Conti might be abusing
M.S. and, thus, triggered Cannells duty to report. Because the testimony did not concern a separate
extraneous offense, prior notice under Rule 404 was not required. The trial court did not abuse its
discretion in overruling Cannells objection. Cf. Romero, 800 S.W.2d at 54344 holding that
admissibility of evidence will be sustained if outcome is correct on any theory of law applicable to
case even if trial courts reasoning for holding was incorrect.

The duty to report Cannells sixth and seventh issues focus on the statutory provision specifying to
whom a person who suspects child abuse can report her concerns. The statute provides multiple
reporting options in order to encourage and facilitate the reporting of such abuse. The elements of
the crime of failing to report child abuse are as follows 1 the defendant; 2 has cause to believe that a
child had been or may be abused or neglected; and 3 knowingly failed to report this abuse or
neglect. Stated a third way, Cannell was guilty if she failed to report to any option individually or any
combination of options collectively. Egregious harm exists if the record shows Cannells rights
suffered actual, rather than merely theoretical, harm from the jurycharge error. It is clear from the
jury argument from both the State and Cannells counsel that the State was claiming Cannell did not
report the abuse at all. In contrast, Cannell argued—not that she told the police or even that she
possibly told the police—that M.S. was not credible and, therefore, Cannell had no reason to believe
there was abuse and no reason to file any report The issue—the primary issue that youve got to
decide is just as the Judge has instructed you. She says what she wants to say, and I would submit to
you that you should find my client not guilty. Rainbow didnt report the abuse to law enforcement or
Child Protective Services or anyone... Didnt report Michael to authorities... So, no, Rainbow was not
going to report Michael because she wanted Michael to be there and she was going to let him do
whatever he wanted.... We all know that Rainbow didnt report it because we all know that—we know
that Jasmine said that there was no report filed. Thus, the jury argument clearly informed the jury
that the State was arguing Cannell did not report the abuse to anyone, while Cannell countered that
she did not have a valid reason to believe there was abuse.

Again, the current appellate theory that Cannell might have reported abuse is wholly inconsistent
with the theory presented at trial leading to the courts charge—that Cannell was correct not to
report the abuse because M.S. could not be believed when she said Conti abused her. Either the jury
believed M.S. and the State that M.S. told her mother at least twice yet her mother failed to act or it



believed Cannells theory that M.S. made the whole thing up and could not be trusted to tell the
truth. An alternative, third theory that Cannell wanted to protect her daughter and reported the
matter to any authority was never presented. The jury chose to accept the States theory and
disregard Cannells lackofcredibility defense. We conclude that presenting the issues under a
hypothetically correct jury charge would not have altered the case or deprived Cannell of a valuable
right; therefore, Cannell was not adversely affected by the charge as submitted. We hold that the
charge error did not cause egregious harm. B. Sufficiency of evidence she failed to tell police In her
seventh and final issue, Cannell contends that that the absence of evidence that she failed to tell the
police of the abuse requires her conviction be reversed on sufficiency of the evidence grounds.
Cannell also admitted to Lori that she knew of the allegations before DFPS interviewed her. Paddio,
the DFPS employee, testified that she confronted Cannell about the allegations and understood that
Cannell already knew Q Lets go to the conversation with Rainbow. What were you talking with her
about. A She was aware of the abuse, and they were working out it out as a family. These are not the
types of statements or actions a jury reasonably would attribute to a mother who reported her
husbands abuse of her daughter to anyone of authority. Instead, they tend to prove that Cannell did
not report the abuse and was upset when the authorities became involved.

We conclude that there was sufficient evidence that Cannell failed to report the abuse. Conclusion
Having disposed of all issues raised on appeal, we affirm the trial courts judgment. Harvey Brown
Justice Panel consists of Justices Jennings, Sharp, and Brown. Casetext, Inc. and Casetext are not a
law firm and do not provide legal advice. It consists of 45 episodes in three seasons.Their first
assignment is to prevent an assassination attempt on the President.Bill again hopes to use the super
suit to help solve the case. This time, however, Ralph has his own problems he stumbles onto his
power of invisibility, and is having difficulty getting control of it. To add to his worries, he is also
scheduled to meet Pams parents June Lockhart, Bob Hastings for the first time.Consequently, all
references to Ralphs last name being Hinkley were overdubbed in this episode, so that his name was
now Ralph Hanley. Subsequent first season episodes would generally omit mention of Ralphs last
name. Ralph and Bill try to unravel a case involving secret military plans, a Russian submarine, and
the kidnapping of Rhondas mother. Ralph is despondent after nearly wrecking a tour bus, and is
seriously considering giving up the suit.until he gets a pep talk from his childhood hero The Lone
Ranger John Hart . Tony is hired to repossess cars, and unknowingly takes a car filled with arson
equipment. When he is wrongly accused of setting fires, Ralph must find the real arsonist. Star
Danny Glover cameos. Pam and Ralph get promotions, and Bill begins to worry about his mistakes
and mortality. Pams new boss is mixed up with the mob, and they must rescue her and Bills career.
Crooks needing cash to swing an arms deal bet heavily on a baseball game, and beat up the star of
the team they bet against. Ralph joins the underdogs to make sure they win and the gamblers lose
their money. Guest Markie Post.

The aliens return and tell Ralph and Bill that World War III is imminent a failsafe system, which will
launch an attack on the other side if the countrys been decimated, has been activated. They have to
stop it, but unfortunately they discover someone on their side is behind the whole thing. Ralph and
Bill are kidnapped by a tycoon who fakes his own death.and seems to know more about the suit than
they do. He then blackmails them into retrieving his will and prevent it from being misused by the
president of his company. When a motorcycle gang learns about Ralph and the suit, they grab Bill
and force Ralph to help them get back at the Sheriff who humiliated them. Ralph and Pam help his
students rehearse their rock band for a show, not realizing the promoter plans to release nerve gas
into the audience. Ralph finds a window into the Fourth Dimension while scouting an old house. Bill
gets possessed by a womans spirit, and Ralph must return her through that window.but therein
waits a vicious beast, against which the suit is powerless. Bill learns of a lost gold mine and tricks
Ralph and the kids into helping him search for it; they are met with resistance from the local thieves.
Ralph and Bill have to save mankind from a deadly plague virus that a fanatical rightwing military



group hopes to unleash on an unsuspecting world. Ralph is injured after a headon collision with a
train and suffers a selective amnesia he remembers everything BUT Bill, the suit.and a terrorist plot
to release atomic waste into a small town. Ralph is able to see two hours into the future, at which
time Pams plane will crash. Years ago, prisoners of war were brainwashed to respond to a code
phrase. Now, someone is using them to commit acts of sabotage. Bill and Ralph investigate, but Bill
inadvertently falls under a hypnotic trance, leaving the heroics up to Ralph. Ralph takes a job at the
circus as a human cannonball while trying to help Bill bust a crime ring that involves a phony dating
service.

While rescuing a stricken space shuttle Ralph becomes hypermagnetized, resulting his being
attracted to all things metal. Meanwhile, a strange creature aboard the shuttle heads towards Los
Angeles, electrocuting all who get in its way. Ralph, Pam and the kids fly to a Caribbean island to
visit a friend of Bills. When they arrive they find Bills friend murdered and the island racked by a
voodoodriven revolt against the government. Instead, they uncover a stolen boat ring. While on a ski
trip, Ralph witnesses the murder of an American Olympic team member, who had actually been
receiving topsecret military information from a Russian defector. He must then protect him and his
girlfriend from a KGB hit squad. An act of kindness backfires badly when Ralph uses the suit to help
a coworker with a personal project. This leads his other coworkers to take daring chances for their
own shots at success. Soon, he must hustle to prevent them from ruining their lives, but also to save
Bill from a vengeful, recently paroled killer. Bill convinces the parents of a kidnap victim to pay the
ransom, certain that Ralph can recover it when he saves their little girl. Alas, when he does so,
Ralph finds himself being audited by an overzealous IRS agent who is convinced that he took the
ransom money. Meanwhile, Ralph and Bill keep getting shot at by a mysterious adversary with no
connection to the kidnapping. Ralph, tired of simply pursuing criminals, decides that he wants to
help people. He starts by helping a man who is being forced out of his home. A man Chuck McCann
who plays a superhero for a hamburger chain discovers that the stores are a front for drug dealers;
he calls on Ralph for help. Ralphs mother William Katts reallife mother, Barbara Hale comes for a
visit, and announces that she is engaged to be married to Philip Kabala, a much younger man.
Kabala has a shady background, though, and a bunch of thugs mistake Ralph for the fiance.

Ralph breaks into the FBI archives and helps Bill solve a number of cold cases. As a result, Bill
becomes a hero and a target for a beautiful KGB assassin. This was the first of the two episodes that
Robert Culp wrote and directed. After a loud argument with Bill, Ralph quits the hero business and
leaves Bill with his supersuit and is immediately shot. To save his life, the Green Guys are forced to
reveal themselves, bring Bill and Ralph aboard and give them a new Instruction Book, as well as the
purpose for having chosen them. While attending a highschool reunion, Ralph discovers that the wife
of a famous pro football player is being held hostage to ensure her husband will throw the big game.
Pam is ready to break up with Ralph because he always puts the suit first. Bill gives them tickets to a
tropical island to keep them together. Once there, they discover Bills true plan to use the suit to find
a missing experimental aircraft. A magician who was killed performing his greatest trick seemingly
returns from the grave to murder his three rivals. Ralph must use his suit to outtrick the wouldbe
killer. On the way to Ralphs bachelor party, he and Bill are kidnapped and Ralph is persuaded to fly
a mission for the president. Ralph must rescue Bill from kidnapping by a crazed scientist who wants
to experiment on him to find out what makes him such a successful agent. While foiling a plutonium
robbery, Ralph gets exposed to radiation and discovers a new ability he can mentally influence
people. He and Bill must discover who is behind the robbery attempt, and find the connection to a
TV news anchor who plans to run for president. Ralph finds that his newest student is wanted by the
CIA and KGB after tapping into a Soviet satellite. Ralph and Bill find themselves trying to protect a
Japanese inventor after a terrorist tries to kidnap him and steal his invention a powerful laser
weapon.



Ralph and Bill try to unravel the mystery of the game and find the prince before the potential
kidnappers do. After receiving a bomb threat, Bill is put in charge of protecting Dak Hampton, the
lead singer of a rock and roll group. Ralph and Pam come across some horse rustlers who steal a
herd of wild mustangs, but Ralph stops them from capturing the prize stallion, Desperado. Bill
accepts an invitation to be honored as Man of the Year by a Latin American country where, years
before, he was instrumental in helping them establish a democratic government. This time, however,
Ralph suspects treachery, and refuses to intervene. The Green Guys return, and warn Bill that Ralph
was right. This was the second of the two episodes that Robert Culp wrote and directed. The aliens
tell Ralph to find a suitable replacement for himself when his secret identity is revealed to the world.
Much to Bills disgust he selects a woman to be his successor. By using this site, you agree to the
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. I was at the start of my career writing about television. He was
coming to the end of his career writing for it. It was the summer of 1996, and I was doing a story
about how the creation of UPN and the WB was killing the market for firstrun syndicated dramas.I
didn’t know what I was doing. But talking to Cannell only made me more flummoxed. How could I
talk to the guy without telling him that I spent every school recess period in the third grade acting
out scenes from “The ATeam” with my friends As the biggest, I was always B.A. How could I run
through the necessary questions for my trend story without telling him that I still owned my 45
record of the “Greatest American Hero” theme by Joey Scarbury, holding onto it just in case I ever
bought another record player It remains, to this day, my kids’ favorite lullaby.


